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Chickens that lay blue eggs uk

Reading time: 6 minutes Let's face it, about backyard chickens is popular, but still quite unique to most people. Why not increase the unique notch and go beyond the standard brown and white eggs by adding blue egg layers to the herd? You will have a colorful basket of eggs all year round and a funny talking point when you give eggs to family and friends. Blue Egg Myths If you
have blue eggs, the first question people ask is whether they taste different than regular eggs. The quick answer is no. But it is important to understand why. All eggs are created in the same way, but the nutrition the hen gets every day is what gives her the egg its taste and gives the yolk its color. There is a significant debate about whether backyard eggs taste better than eggs
bought in the store. Personal reviews aside, if your backyard chickens are fed feed quality layers and allowed to feed on grasses, insects and anything they can find, you can be sure that the eggs will be fresh and taste good. In the same spirit, blue eggs do not contain more or less cholesterol than eggs of other colors. The quality of nutrition of the egg depends on the diet. As
blue eggs are formed after the hen ovulates and the ripe yolk is released into the form of a full egg, the total process takes about 25 hours. About five hours into the process, the forming egg is transferred to the crust gland, where it spends the next 20 hours with a crust formed around the inner contents. Here is an interesting fact: all eggs begin to white, because they are formed
from calcium carbonate. If you have a white egg laying chicken, like Brown Leghorn, then no additional pigment is added to the egg. If you have blue chicken nodules, blue pigment, oocyan, added after the white crust is formed and it is tone through the entire crust. So what about brown and green eggs? Brown eggs get their color from a pigment called protoporphyrin. Recent
research suggests that fragments of this pigment are found in every layer of calcium in the shell. But these pigment fragments do not affect the overall color of the coating. So, if you open a brown egg, you will see brown on the outside, but the inside of the shell is white. The solid outer color that we see is used quite late in the process of forming the shell. Green or olive eggs are a
little more complicated. First, a blue pigment is applied, then a brown pigment is applied. Pigments mix on the surface to form a uniform green color. The darker the brown, the deeper the green color. Blue and Green Egg Lying Chickens When talking about chicken breeds it's important to understand the difference between breeds and hybrids. A breed is a group of animals that
have the same trait and predictably reproduce that trait when bred together. The hybrid consists of a mixture of breeds. Hybrids can reproduce and reproduce, but their characteristics will not necessarily reproduce true or consistent. There are two breeds in the world of blue egg laying accepted by the Association — Araucanas and Ameraucanas. Araucana Chicken When you see
Araucanas personally look unlike other chicken. They are devoid of poop - no feathers spread in their back room - and it's hard to miss the distinctive tufts of feathers protruding straight on both sides of their necks. These feathers can have different shapes and sizes and create curls, balls, rosettes and fans. Araucanas were formed from imports from South America into the United
States in the 1930s. This import was a cross between two breeds of northern Chile, Colloncas (rumpless blue egg layer) and Quetros (chicken with tufts and tail, but not a blue egg layer). The first import paved the way for breeding, which led to two separate breeds - Araucana and Ameraucana. Araucana is dominated by the blue-coloured egg gene. This means that when
Araucana is bred with a different breed of chicken, the offspring will produce blue or blacked eggs. For this reason, if you look at the current catalogs of hatcheries you will often see this breed offered in auctions. But be careful what you get is not a real bred Araucana. In fact, Araucana is difficult to find a breed that often comes only from specialized breeders. Araucanas are friendly
birds that fly easily, so accommodation should be made to ensure their safety. Chicken Araucana. Photo: Pam Freeman Araucana chicken. Photo Pam Freeman's Ameraucana Chicken The origins of Ameraucana are the latest and simple. This breed is directly related to Araucanas, which were imported in the 1930s. Ameraucanas were developed in the 1970s by breeders who
liked blue or blackened Araucana eggs, but wanted closer to feathered heads and a plump, well-feathered body. Ameraucanas were approved to the American Poultry Association Standard in 1984. It is a dual-purpose breed that can be used for both meat and eggs. Unlike Araucana, Ameraucanas have a tail and have mffs and beards, not tufts. Ameraucana chicken. Photo John
W. Blehm's Easter Egger Chicken is the bird you'll most often find in hatchery catalogs as a blue egg layer. Some hatcheries accurately call their stocks the name Easter Egger. Others, as indicated, call their shares Araucana, Ameraucana or Americana. It is a hybrid bird that consists of blue, green, rose and even brown eggs. You can not know what color of easter egg egger will
lie until you lay your first egg. Although the name refers to the holiday basket of colored eggs, the Easter Egger will not lay different colored eggs every time it lays an egg. Regardless of the color of the egg that folds up the first is the color will continue to lay throughout life. Easter Eggers is a funny bird that has in a backyard flock. Each hatchery has a special sauce to breed its
Easter eggers so they often get birds that look different and consist of slightly different colored eggs. Chicken Egger. Photo Pam Freeman Olive Egger Chicken Olive Eggers begin to build in As people like to have all kinds of egg colors in their baskets. These are hybrid chickens that can come from different breeding combinations. Most hatcheries use Marans (dark brown egg
layer), Ameraucanas, Welsummers (dark brown egg layer), and Legbars cream in their pairs. Crossing the brown egg layer with the blue layer of the egg can cause a green olive egg. And depending on the depth of the brown egg layer, the deeper the color of the oil. Like the Easter Egger, Olive Eggers are in many different color combinations of feathers. Some may have combs,
some may have feathery legs, some have pea combs, while others have single combs. Legbar Chicken Cream is a rare and relatively new addition to the blue egg laying scene in the United States. They are not recognized by the American Poultry Association. The cream leggings were created by R.C. Punnet, a well-known geneticist, in the UK in the 1930s. These are unusual
birds that have one comb and then a comb feather. Some say their comb feathers look as if they are wearing a beret. These are friendly birds that love free range and feed. What makes Legbars cream special is that they are autosexing breeds so males and females can be determined by color in the hatch. This makes having Cream Legbars a good way to add colorful eggs to
your flock without the risk of getting a rooster if you don't want to. Cream Legbar The world of blue egg layers has a rich and fascinating history and science behind it. Do you have any of these birds in your flock? What are your favorite blue egg layers? Chickens that lay blue eggs are few and far between. As we'll see, the process of getting blue eggs is a bit more complex than
getting a brown or white egg. It is a genetic feature and one that has become very popular in the last few years! It seems that almost everyone enjoys different colors in egg carton - brown, white, blue, green even pink! In this article we are going to look at the top 8 breeds that lay blue eggs. But first... How are blue eggs formed? Before we look at the races that lay blue eggs, let's
first look at why they lay blue eggs. What makes a blue egg so different from other eggs? It all starts in the reproductive capacity. All eggs are born white. Some will remain white/creamy or white until the stacking point because they do not have pigment overlays. Brown eggs begin to brown in the uterus. Brown eggs are made by applying dye to the eggshell. The dye is called
protoporphyrin and is made of blood hemoglobin. The shade of bronze is controlled by the genetic plan of the hen. Other factors can affect the staining process too, for example - if the egg passes slowly through the road, it will have specks. The hen only makes a certain amount of dye for each egg, so A large egg may appear brighter than regular egg sizes. Or if there is an egg
hiccup it can be partially colored leaving a two tone look, just like a printer running out of ink!. Ink!. You probably know if you need to clean the brown egg coloring will rub leaving brighter spots. Blue eggs, however, are completely different. Oocyanin (a liver pigment derived from biliverdin) begins to stack in a calcium carbonate-based coating at the beginning of the process. The
color therefore becomes part of the egg and can not be rubbed. The blue color is transferred through the entire shell to the center. White and blue are two true colors of eggs. Brown, olive and green can be removed from the shell, as pigments are laid over the shell. Recent studies on blue egg coloration suggest that this is due to a retrovirus that changed chicken DNA and caused
blue eggs in history. This is a harmless virus that gives us quite blue eggs! Which breeds lay blue eggs? Breeds that lay blue eggs are few and far between. For your convenience, we have created a list of 8 breeds that lay blue eggs, some breeds lay more than 200 eggs per year! Needless to say, almost all the breeds listed here are expensive to buy – except the Easter Egger!
Araucana Araucana comes from South America - Chile be accurate. Araucana is actually a combination of Colloncas and Quetros Chile chickens – the first chicken inhabitants on the continent. Colloncas laid blue eggs and were amaze- no tail feathers and no tailbone. Quetros had tufted ears, a pea comb, a full tail and laid brown eggs. These two breeds were bred together by Dr.
Ruben Bustos back in the 1880s and created Araucana as we know it today. This breed is quite rare, partly due to the deadly tufting gene. If both parents have a gene for tufting, at least twenty-five percent of chicks will die in the shell. Usually they can be bought only from the breeder, because a lot of work goes into the production of these unusual birds. They are not known as
friendly or cuddly chickens, so they really are not suitable for most backyard chicken growers. Araucana is in bantam and standard-sized fowl. As a breed, she was admitted to the American Poultry Association in 1976. You should expect about 200-250 eggs per year. Legbar Cream Legbar cream is a 20th century creation. Two professors from Cambridge University in England
worked with chicken genetics to try to create chicken with auto-sexing. At that time, these birds were formed, blue eggs were not popular, and the breed was almost extinct. Legbar is a blend of Leghorn, barred Plymouth Rock and Araucana. Araucan's blood is reflected in the comb and, of course, the blue eggs. The breed is still relatively rare, but increasingly popular among
backyard enthusiasts. They are friendly birds, great foragers, quite muscular and very predatory experienced. The hen weighs about five and a half pounds with a dick weighing about six and a half kilograms. Chickens will lay about 200 eggs per year. Easter Egger Beloved Easter Egger is not actually a recognized breed, but a hybrid or mutt Somewhere in his origin he had either
Araucana or Ameraucana blood and so he has the blue egg gene. Although not all Easter Eggers will lay blue eggs. Easter egg can put everything from light pink to dark brown, olive, green or blue egg. It is also called rainbow layer because of the variety of colors of eggs possible, they can lay about 250 eggs per year - not too shabby! It is said to be an excellent bird for the family
herd, friendly and submissive, well responding to small children. It should have a pea comb and mffs. Feather coloring is very variable from bird to bird - just like the color of an egg. They make great mothers and they can go ponder quickly. They are good for hatching any eggs you want to put under them. They are good forarze and very predator awareness. They are considered
one of the best free range breeds because of their love of forearm and their own predator appearance. It is said that the Easter Egger has a hawk-like appearance, thus believed to deter hawk attacks, as well as other attacks by small animals. Dongxiang and Lushi These two varieties of chicken come from the province of China. I found scant information about them, except that
Lushi's chicken seems to lay pink or blue eggs. Perhaps this is the Chinese equivalent of the Easter Egger. Lushi is a small bird, a weighing less than four pounds and a hen less than three pounds. They are one breed of comb. Chicken Dongxiang is a fibromelanistic bird, which means that its skin, muscles and organs are black – just like Ayam Cemani. They lay only blue eggs.
As far as I know, there are no birds outside China. Whiting True Blue This breed was created by Dr. Tom Whiting of Colorado. He was referring to double interests – blue eggs and wonderful hackle feathers. Hackle feathers for better birds are used to bind flies and are unique in quality. Plumage of real blues can vary from squirrel pattern to easter egger variety. It is said that birds
grow quickly, good leaflets, alert and active. They are also friendly and curious. If you feel the need to add them to the herd, be prepared for a little sticker shock - these beauties will cost about twenty-four dollars per bird. More than 200 eggs are expected per year. Arkansas Blue Experimental race probably created by Dr. R. Keith Bramwell of the University of Arkansas. The bird
is apparently a cross between Araucana and the commercial strain of white Leghorn. A unique layer of about 250-350 eggs per year! The appearance is similar to the Sumatra hen, with a clean face, pea comb and yellow skin and legs. I owned two of them at the time. I found them volatile and not at all friendly to people, needless to say, they have not been very long! Before 1976,
Araucana Breeders had their own visions of what was the perfect Araucana. Some breeders cross bred with other breeds looking for the best of everything. Traditional american restaurants during this time look very different from herd to herd. Purists bred for tufts and zad, still others bred on tails and mffs. Birds weigh about five and a half kilograms for both sexes. They lay
somewhere about 180-200 eggs per year. They have a gentle, friendly disposition and are obedient. The real Ameraucana is still relatively rare. Many other birds (usually Easter Eggers) are sold by hatcheries under the name Americana (spelling notes) or similar sounding names, so this is the buyer's case be wary! Real Ameraucana batters sell for about eighteen dollars each, so
if you are offered Ameraucanas for two dollars each – be very careful. When you are looking to purchase the first blue egg laying bird, you will see that there is some confusion (and some deliberate spelling errors) between Ameraucana and Americana. The real name of the blue laying bird is Ameraucana. Americana is most likely an Easter Egger. So when browsing the hatchery,
watch out for this error to know what you're buying. Mans' summary of tinkering with genetics will no doubt continue and perhaps we'll see more blue egg layers in the future, who knows? I hope it won't be at the expense of the hen. Many of the birds listed here are not particularly human-friendly, perhaps because they are relatively new breeds and retain many wild jungle birds
genetic pattern. So, if you want blue eggs, be prepared to pay the premium price for these birds. My recommendations based on the research presented here will be Legbar cream - they tend to be relatively friendly and fit well with the existing herd. Do you have blue egg layers? If so, then what breed and can they be found escort? You know we love hearing from you... Read 7
reasons why your chickens stopped laying eggs
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